5ST ‘Shape Monster’ project

Your task is to create a ‘Shape Monster’ using **ONLY** Polygon shapes. Your finished project will be presented on an A4 coloured paper. It will include your shape monster, a detailed description of your shape monster and your shape monsters name. Simply follow all the tasks and steps below. Use your IMAGINATION!

**Task 1**

#1 – Open and save a google slide in your Google Drive ‘Maths’ Folder.
#2 – Rename you google slide ‘Shape Monster (your name)’.
#3a – Only using Polygon 2D shapes, create your Shape Monster.
#3b – You cannot use circle or oval. You can use regular and irregular Polygons.
#4 – Take your time and use your imagination when creating your shape monster.
#5a – Print your newly created shape monster.
#5 b - Colour it in. Be creative and colourful.
#5c - Cut it out and paste it on a coloured A4 paper.

**Task 2**

#1 – Write a description about all the shapes you have used to create your shape monster.
#2 – In the description you need to show your **knowledge and understanding** of the shapes you have used.
Examples :
- *Poor description* = ‘I have a square for a head’.
- *Excellent description* = “I have a quadrilateral polygon for my head. It is called a square. All the sides and angles are the same and there are four right angles as well.”
#3 – Write the description from the **point of view** of your shape monster.
#4 - Print out your description and paste it on your coloured A4 paper.

**Task #3**

#1 – Name your Shape Monster and creatively write it on your coloured A4 paper.